
Build & Manage Plans 
with Spiff Designer

Flexible set-up to  
easily create and modify 

plans, datasets, and  
payout rules

Real-time data to 
automatically calculate 
customized commission 

statements

Central activity  
log for auditing and 

troubleshooting

Calculating commission statements doesn’t have to be painful or time consuming.
When you build your compensation plans with Spiff’s Designer, commission 
statement calculations are automated in real-time to ensure accuracy, boost 
visibility, and increase efficiency for your entire team. 

With Spiff’s Designer, you can easily create and modify comp plans— no matter how 
complicated. Audits are also a breeze, with every update logged automatically. When you 
need to drill into the details, a full version history of datasets, plans, and payout rules is 
just a couple clicks away. Instead of sifting through multiple files and spreadsheets, you 
can immediately identify any changes— what, when, and by whom.

Key Benefits



Building comp plans in Spiff’s Designer is a piece of cake, with just 3 simple steps to get 
up and running:

Create datasets Configure payout rules Customize statement design

A Powerful Tool That’s Easy to Use
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Datasets are Spiff’s way of distilling relevant information from all your data— kind of like 
reports in Salesforce or pivot tables in a spreadsheet. Common datasets our customers 
use include ByRep, In Period, and ClosedInPeriod.

Datasets

Easily build, view, and edit datasets
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Spiff’s Designer can handle any payout rule you throw at it. Have several? Once you 
configure the formulas, calculations, and tables, you can easily assign payout rules to  
even your most complex plans.

Payout Rules

Payout rules fit any commission  
plan, no matter how complex
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With Spiff, you can customize almost anything, even your commission statements. You 
can also use our visual Metric Cards to provide invaluable insights to each individual 
rep or team, including their performance, earnings, deals, and payout rules. This can 
drastically improve visibility, transparency, and motivation on your team.

Throughout building and managing plans in Spiff’s Designer, you’ll have access to our 
comprehensive functions library, easy, low code syntax to help you build, ghost rules to 
test plans before going live, and a full version history to understand what changes have 
been made, by who, and when.

Statement design

Spiff is a leading sales compensation platform 
that automates commission calculations and 
motivates teams to drive top-line growth. 

Schedule Demo

Customize statements to keep teams motivated

https://spiff.com/demo/

